
Good Quality Wet Rice Noodles Packing Machine With
Nitrogen

Function and Characteristics
 

 

 1 Imported PLC system of computer control and colored touching screen enable
easy operation.

  2 Imported film conveying system and color mark sensor achieve accurate position
and beautiful package.

 3 External film placing makes the film installation easier and quicker.

 4 High efficiency with extra accuracy without crushing materials.
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Nitrogen Equiment





Working Process

Good Quality Wet Rice Noodles Packing Machine With
Nitrogen Application
Suitable for high precison measurement and fragile packaging and bulk objects such as
puffed food , srew , noodles , kurkure ,  and so on

Package Materials
Laminated Film,like OPP/CPP,OPP/CE,MST/PE/PET/PE.etc

 

 

Our Company
Dession Packaging Machinery Co., Ltd  is a comprehensive modern packer-
manufacturing company  integrating research, manufacture and sale. Our company
has passed CE
certification of EU. Besides, our equipments are extensively appraised by many
customers
from different countries such as England, German, France, Russia, America,
Singapore,
Malaysia, South-Africa, Israel and so on.All technologies and equipments are based



on
practicality and applicability, striving to improve production efficiency and
creating surplus
value to the utmost for customers.
 

Our Customers



Our Service
1. With professional after-sales service team, we can provide you with a satisfied and
    technical service no matter which country you are in.
2. Any videos of packing machine installation, adjusting, setting, maintenance are
    available for any buyer.
3. If you got any problem when using the machine and the videos can not help, our
    technician will have video chatting with you to fix your problem.
4. Warranty : 2 years(Electric accessories) and free life time maintenance.

(Notice: In order to save your cost, we offer various video chatting service for you, but if you
insist on the service oversea, the travel expense and technician cost will paid by you.)



Our Price
Foshan Dession Packaging Machinery Co., Ltd mainly manufactures pillow packaging
machines and vertical automatic packaging machines.

The prices of equipments vary from the type of machines (type is up to the size and 
property of customer’s product.) and customer's specific requirements for the machine
(complete or partial stainless steel of the equipment).

Besides, based on the packaging machine’s brand of essential component, price will be
different among China, Japan and German.

Finally, the prices of standard and non-standard machines are also different. The
standard machine is generally a fixed price but the non-standard one is based on
specific requirements such as the way of delivery, the form of measurement, the
demand of inflating and deflating, the style of making a bag, the way of punching as well
as coding and etc.

 
Shipping:
Upon receipt of payment , delivery date will be in 15-30 working days,
By Air, by Sea or by Express (DHL etc)
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